Evidence for enhanced neuro-inflammatory processes in neurodegenerative diseases and the action of nitrones as potential therapeutics.
A brief review is presented on observations leading to the current notions regarding neuro-inflammatory processes. The greatest focus is on Alzheimer's disease (AD) since this is where the most convincing data has been obtained. A brief summary of observations on the neuroprotective action of alpha-phenyl-tert-butyl-nitrone (PBN) as well as results of research designed to understand its mechanism of action is presented. We hypothesize that the mechanism of action of PBN involves inhibition of signal transduction processes, which are involved in the upregulation of genes mediated by pro-inflammatory cytokines and H2O2 that cause formation of toxic gene products. Results from recent experiments on Kainic acid (KA) mediated brain damage are provided to suggest the validity of the in vivo action of PBN to inhibit neuro-inflammatory processes. The accumulating scientific facts are helping to provide concepts that may become the basis for novel therapeutic approaches to the treatment of several neurodegenerative diseases.